Exploring Street Food: A journey from Kings Cross to Kyrgyzstan
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1.

Key Objectives

Our key objectives of the journey were twofold. The primary objective was to complete an
overland journey from Kings Cross Station, London to Bishkek, the capital of Kyrgyzstan.
During the journey we planned to investigate the cultural heritage of each country as it
manifested itself through one particular aspect of each countries traditions: street food. We
wanted to look at the transition in culture between Europe and Asia, and see how this is
portrayed in the street food.
The second objective was to undertake a volunteering project, in Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan, the
city, which was our final destination. We spent two weeks here, and taught very basic English
language to children who are deprived of an education as they have to work in markets.
2.

Dates

Our journey took place over the summer of 2012. We left the UK on 10 June 2012, and
arrived at our final destination, Bishkek the capital of Kyrgyzstan, on 19 July 2012, after
having travelled approximately 7,400 miles overland. Our methods of transport included: the
Eurostar, trains, buses, cars and even a cargo ferry. We passed through a total of 11 countries,
and encountered more than 12 different languages.
3.

Street Food

Street Food has recently enjoyed a comeback, and is rising in popularity across Western
Europe and the United States. However, the reason we choose street food as prism through
which to investigate the cultural transition was because it , especially once you leave the
commercialized hubs of Europe, tends to be made by people who have been making the food
for years, and you can see the strong cultural links between their food, and their cultures and
traditions. This is particularly true of most of the street food that we encountered from Turkey
onwards, most particularly of the small villages in Central Asia. Selling Street Food here is
not just a slightly more innovative way of making money, it is your entire livelihood, and
often people who cook and sell street food use recipes, which they have had in their families
for generations. Street Food is an aspect of culture, which offers a unique insight into the
traditions of a given country, as it is something which caters to all levels of society,
irrespective of material or social standings. Street food is the only type of food which is
accessible to everyone and is generally caters for the average person; it is a simple, everyday
staple.

4.

Planning

We planned most of our route before we left the United Kingdom, and booked tickets for our
first three trains. However beyond this, it was not any cheaper to book tickets in advance, and
we found we were able to be more flexible with our dates if we just had a roughly planned
route and no set dates or times for when we had to reach certain destinations. We mainly
relied on the national or government train websites to find out dates, prices and availability
for our journeys, however websites such as www.seat61.com were invaluable for providing
some insider tips, as well as more details on what to expect, what to prepare for, and the best
way in which to obtain tickets. The leg of our journey that we found the most difficult to plan
for was the cargo ship across the Caspian Sea, which is notorious for not having a set
timetable, and for being disrupted by the weather conditions, and by unpredictable or
unreliable cargo deliveries. In the end, we were able to get the ferry, but this was more down
to luck than to good planning!
In addition to planning our route and transport options, we also invested a fair amount of time
into planning the administrative side of our journey. This mainly involved planning how to
obtain the visas we needed for the different countries we were going to be travelling through.
There was more than one occasion on which we lamented the lack of a worldwide open
border regime; it would have made our journey a whole lot easier! In the end we made the
decision not to obtain any visas before we left the UK as it would have been more expensive,
and taken up more time than it did en route.
5. The Journey
We began our trip early on Sunday 10 June 2012, only two short weeks after exam period
finished at UCL. Leaving from Kings Cross, it was strange to think that we were about to
spend over a month going through eleven different countries overland, but that it would take
less than nine hours for us to cover this distance when we flew back in August.

France
After arriving in Paris, and finding our accommodation for the night, the pouring rain put a
little bit of a damper on our quest for street food, and our initially high spirits. Nonetheless,
we discovered that street vendors are hardy creatures who can brave the elements and, voila,
we had our first batch of street food; the Parisian crepe. For varieties sake we tried a different
version each, the first one being a savoury crepe with mushrooms, cheese and spinach, and
the second a sweet one, containing Nutella, bananas and walnuts. Verdict: Both were good,
but the sweet one was a little sickly after a while.

Germany
There seems to be only one German street food, the Brautwast. It is wonderfully ubiquitous.
Bratwaust sellers are on every street corner, and alley, outside every station and the nation
cannot seem to get enough. It comes in many different varieties

Hungary
We went to a Hungarian food market in Budapest which gave us the option to try a variety of
different street food, made in a variety of ways. From huge portions of meaty goulash, served
out of a huge, steaming saucepan to a folded pancake called Lagos, cooked with onion and
cheese, Hungarian street food marked the sharpest cultural change we had thus far
encountered on our journey.
Turkey
Turkey surely wins the prize for the cheapest and most varied street food. For us, the best
street food was too be had in Istanbul, where the bustling ferry ports (Istanbul is on the
meeting point of three different seas. To cross from one side of the city to the other you need
to take a small ferry, which cost two lira each way, roughly equivalent to 80p). These ports
are bustling hubs, much like any tube station at rush hour, with people pushing and shoving to
try and make it onto the next boat. However, the chaotic crush of people trying to use them is
further exacerbated by the noisy street food vendors trying to peddle their wares. We both
agreed that the most tasty of all the food on offer was the freshly caught mussels; they had
been stuffed with spiced rice, and vendor even squeezed a dash of lemon on top of each
individual mussel before you bought them. The mussel vendors are easy to spot, they have
mussels piled high and a long queue in front of them! At only one lira per mussel, or even less
for the smaller ones, it is not an over statement to say they are probably the best taste to value
food you can find anywhere in the world. The mussels are also the standard snack food for
late night club goes, a far cry from the chip shops here in the UK. Also good (although
probably better if you are unaware of the contents before you try one) are the lamb intestine
sandwiches. These spicy meat and salad stuffed baguettes are known as kokorec, are national
delicacies, and are tasty and filling. The street food that Turkey is probably most famous for
is the shish kebab. Kebab vendors are everywhere in Turkey, from independent vendors
selling from metal carts, to more elaborate kebab stands. The quality and price also varies
considerably, but it is never difficult to find a good kebab. There is also regional variation in
Turkish street food. Also good are the stuffed pastries called borek, sold by many vendors.

Georgia
Georgia is famed for its hachipuri, which is a fried or baked dough filled with cheese or
occasionally meat. This was quite good, and was sold in many little shops on almost every
street. However, one of the biggest troubles we had in Georgia was the language barrier,
which made it much harder to be able to find the food, as many of the street food vendors
seemed to be hidden in little huts with windows out the front. Even though many people
spoke Russian, all the street signs were in Georgian script, which is linguistically unlike any
other language in the world. This made it mpossible to decipher, meaning we had no clue as
to what any of the food was!

On the administrative side, most of our time in Georgia was taken up waiting for our Azeri
visa to come through, in a small town on the coast of the Black Sea, called Batumi. An Azeri
visa is notoriously hard to get hold of, but we had heard that the consulate there is known for
being relatively nice. After a gruelling application form, three slightly nerve racking days of
waiting, and £85, we managed to get the elusive visa in our passports!

Azerbaijan
Possibly due to the recent oil boom, or perhaps due to inherent cultural attitudes, Azerbaijan
was the most bereft of street food out of all the eleven countries we visited. Of course, it was
not difficult to find the ever-present kebab, but despite our hunting we did not really find any
street food that we could culturally identify as being Azeri.

Azerbaijan was also where we had to get our Kyrgyz and Kazakh visas, which were quite
difficult to obtain. This was also where we had to try and get tickets for the ferry across the
Caspian Sea. There is only one backpacker hostel (or hotel below 3*!) in the entire capital
city, Baku, and luckily it was not very far from the ferry port. Nonetheless, not long after we
arrived we discovered that almost everyone in the hostel was also attempting to get on this
ferry, and every person had heard different advice about where to go and buy tickets, when
the ferries would be leaving and what the best way of getting onto one was. At the end of the
day, these were cargo ships, their primary aim was to take oil and other goods across the sea,
and they left whenever the cargo arrived, be that at four in the morning or in the middle of the
day.
Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan
There was not very much difference between Kazakh and Kyrgyz street food. They both had
a mixed range of street food, varying from stands selling samsi, which is a triangular shaped
puff pastry containing either meat and spices, chicken, pumpkin or cheese, to more elaborate
stands serving manti, small meat dumplings or plov, which is a Central Asia rice and meat
dish. The more elaborate dishes were generally cooked in a kazan, which we later found out
was the same way in which these dishes would be cooked in the traditional nomadic yurt. The
reason that most of these dishes only use one pot to cook all the food was due to the design of
the traditional yurt.

6. Volunteering
After so much time on the move, we thought we would get itchy feet after spending a week in
the same place. However, Bishkek had a lot to offer, and the volunteering was one of the most
rewarding as well as the most challenging aspects of the trip. We were teaching English to
children who had been deprived the opportunity of going to school because they had to work
in Dordoi Market, a huge wholesale and general market which stretches for over a kilometre
on the outskirts of Bishkek. The children we were teaching were aged between five and
eighteen, which in itself presented a challenge, as it was very difficult to engage a group with
such varied ability and interests. Many of the children also had a very poor grasp of Russian,
knowing only conversational Kyrgyz. Nonetheless, we managed to teach them some useful
phrases, and tried to engage their attention in a variety of games, including Pictionary, and a
mock version of the typical sports day, with a three-legged race and an egg and spoon race,
neither of which the children had heard of before.

7. Photos

